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A STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
GV to cancel classes, increase participation on Martin Luther King Jr. Day
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

GVL Archive

In remembrance: Students march in last years' MLK Jr. Day Silent March event.

>r the first time ever. Grand
/alley State University has
nade the decision to close all
iy scheduled classes on Jan.
irtin Luther King Jr. Day.
i action follows a resoluassed by the Student Senwell as recommendations
pporting materials from the
rsity Academic Senate, the
mic Policy and Standards
Committee, the Senior Manage
ment Team and the Provost.

GR PASSES FIREWORK ORDINANCE
ne by one, lawmakers for counties
across the state of Michigan are
looking for ways to curb public use
of consumer fireworks, though newly legal
in the state, are already causing problems
for Michigan communities.
The Grand Rapids Gty Commission
passed an ordinance, effective July 1,
which limits the use of fireworks to the 10
national holidays and the days before and
after each. Grand Rapids joined Wyoming
and Hudsonville among other cities in
passing an ordinance that makes the use of
fireworks outside permitted dates illegal.
At Grand Valley State University,
fireworks in off-campus apartment com
plexes have been sounding off since state
lawmakers made the purchasing of con
sumer fireworks legal in January. Student
use of fireworks has resulted from noise
complaints to incidents like the small fire
started in Hillcrest, an off-campus apart
ment complex near the Allendale Campus
on 48th Street.
Jerry Alkema, Allendale township su
pervisor, said there aren’t any current or
dinances that prohibit the use of fireworks
in such apartment complexes since they are
private property.
editorial@ lanthorn £om
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GV joins 1,900 in service consortium
Grand Valley State University
has lent a hand to service members
by joining the Servicemen Opportu
nity College Consortium (SOC).
GVSU will join 1,900 other in
stitutions that provide educational
opportunities to service members,
their families and veterans. These
educational opportunities include
associate’s, bachelor’s and master’s
programs on college campuses for
those service members who find it
difficult to get an education from
moving from place to place.
President Thomas J. Haas and
Jean Nagelkerk, the vice provost

$55M science
building approved
oming in fall 2015, Grand Val
ley State University will be
completing construction on a
new science building located on the
Allendale Campus equipped with
state-of-the-art laboratories, class
rooms, and faculty offices.
“Think of this as an addition to
Padnos Hall but it’s across the street,”
said Matt McLogan, vice president
of university relations. “There is considerable demand right
now for science, engineering, math, technical programs, and
the health professions and we are limited in our capacity to
meet the demand with our current buildings.”
The new building, which McLogan said would be close
to 155,000 square feet, would be located across from Padnos
Hall on North Campus Dr. and would cost about $55 million.
$30 million of the $55 million would come from the state
following Governor Rick Snyder’s signing of the capital out
lay bill on June 25.
The bill was worth over $300 million with money being
divided between 18 different projects for colleges around the
state. Colleges such as the University of Michigan, Central
Michigan University, Wayne State University, Delta College,
and Grand Rapids Community College will join GVSU.
“These investments allow higher education in Michigan
to stay on the cutting-edge,” Snyder said in a press release.
“Our colleges and universities play a critical role in Michi
gan’s future. I am pleased that we are able to support these
worthwhile projects.”
Although GVSU has not decided how it will pay the re
maining $25 million, McLogan said the college has options.
“It’s likely that bonds will be part of the mix to get the
$25 million along with some philanthropy,” McLogan said.
“We have a very good track record in attracting folks who
are a generous part of our local community to help us con
struct facilities here. One thing we are certain of is that we
will not need to raise tuition in order to come up with the
$25 million ”
The reason for not raising tuition has to do with the
college’s overall rating with rating agency Standard and
Poor’s.
“When a public agency like a university, city, township,
or government choses to issue bonds for debt, the rating
agency, Standard and Poor’s in our case, assigns them a
grade,” McLogan said. “Our grade is A+ which is very high.
That means when we go to market we should be able to take
advantage of interest rates that are somewhat lower than in
stitutions that aren’t A+.”
McLogan also explained that because of how fast the
school has paid off bonds in the past, the repayment cost of
the bonds would be lower.
Neil MacDonald is a biology professor and department
head at GVSU who said the expansion was needed to open
up class times.
“For biology and the other science departments, we are
limited with what we can offer in terms of new sections,”

C

Valley State University, after students using fireworks in their lawn set the dry ground ablaze.

for health, requested that GVSU
become a member; and although
GVSU isn’t near any active military
bases, a small portion of students
will benefit from the SOC.
“The SOC guidelines ensure that
participating institutions will of
fer flexibility and transparency in
helping service members earn their
degrees in a timely manner without
penalty if deployed or ordered to
relocate,” said Steven Lipnicki, as
sistant dean of students.”
In order to become a member,
Lipnicki said that GVSU had to
confirm it met all four criteria re
quested by the SOC. The four cri
teria include transferring credits to
minimize loss of credit and avoid

SEE MLK, A3

BY AUSTIN METZ

GVL / Eric Coulter

GVL STAFF WRITER

a subcommittee to examine the
way the university observed the
holiday, including a subcommit
tee that explored whether or not
GVSU should close for the day.
The subcommittee made a
recommendation to close the
university for the holiday in
2011, when Arnold presented the
recommendation to both the fac
ulty in University Academic Sen
ate and the Student Senate, who
passed a resolution supporting
closure later that year.

GVL MANAGING EDITOR

Great balls of fire: Allendale firefighters put out a grass fire in Hillcrest, an off-campus apartment complex near Grand

BY MORGAN MILLER

“The decision to cancel classes
for the Martin Luther King, Jr. hol
iday beginning in 2013 is the re
sult of several years of thoughtful
discussion and reflection by both
students and faculty,” said Jeanne
Arnold, vice president of Inclu
sion and Equity and vice provost
of academic affairs at GVSU.
When she arrived at GVSU as
the vice president of inclusion and
equity in 2008, Arnold said she
received several complaints from
students who wanted to attend
MLK day events but feared miss
ing classes. In 2009, she formed

duplication of
coursework,
limit academ
ic
residency
requirements
for active-duty
service mem
bers,
credit
LIPNICKI
learning from
military train
ing and experience, and crediting
extra-institutional learning.
The SOC was created in 1972 and
cooperates with 15 higher education
associations, the Department of De
fense and Active and Reserve Com
ponents of the Military Services to
promote post secondary education.

mmiller@lanthorn.com
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NEWS BRIEFS

cal entrepreneur named
nors College chair

GVSU, GRCC, MSU sign Human Medicine agreement

Grand Valley State University, Grand Rapids Com
munity College, and Michigan State University have
signed an agreement which will allow GRCC students
who have transferred to GVSU for premedical studies
to be granted early assurance admission into MSU's
College of Human Medicine. Because of the new
agreement, MSU will increase the seats available
from five to six to provide more opportunities for stu
dents from GRCC to get into the program.The agree
ment is intended to help students because of the high
demand the 200-student program has garnered.
Woodrow Wilson Fellows picks 10 for GVSU

TheW.K. Kellogg Foundation announced a total of
74 teaching fellows at a recent press conference and
said that 10 of the fellows will be attending GVSU.
Each teaching fellow must teach for three years at
a pre-picked state school while also completely a
master's degree program at GVSU and will receive a
$30,000 stipend intended to help with the completion
of a master's degree. The schools which the fellows
must teach at will be picked from within the Grand
Rapids Public Schools, Godfrey-Lee Public Schools
and Muskegon Public Schools.

GV student named Point Foundation scholar

GVSU student Xinyi Ou has been given a scholar
ship from the Point Foundation.The Foundation helps
students by giving financial support and training to
students who have been slowed because of sexual
orientation or gender identity. Ou, who came to the
United States from Beijing at the age of nine, was one
of 2,000 applicants who applied for the scholarship.
Ou is pursuing a double major in history and soci
ology at GVSU and will join students from Harvard,
Columbia, Stanford, and Dartmouth to receive the
scholarship.
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The new kid: Bill Holsinger-Robinson (pictured) has been named the new chair of Entrepreneurship and Innovation at Grand
Valley State University. Holsinger-Robinson is a local entrepreneur*and will hold the title of chair for the next two years.

BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The Frederik Meijer Honors College at Grand Valley
State University has announced it will be hiring local entre
preneur Bill Holsinger-Robinson as chair for Entrepreneurship and Innovation at the university.
‘‘He is one of the most foreword thinking entrepreneurs
from the business and social entrepreneurship side and is at
the forefront of thinking,” said Jeff Chamberlain, director of
the Honors College. ‘‘He will become the great connector
for students with innovative groups in Grand Rapids that
will be productive and help the students create wealth while
doing good things for the community.”
The chair position will be a two-year position and while
at the school, Chamberlain said Holsinger-Robinson would
teach a class a semester and will also be working with small
er groups, individual students and will lead workshops at the
school. He will start at the position beginning on July 2.
Although now at GVSU, the path to the Grand Rapidj
area was somewhat unlikely for HolsingerTLoBinson.
Bom in Pittsburg, Pa., Holsinger-Robinson then bounced
from Indianapolis to Cleveland and finally to Holland, MichT*
where he has been ever since.
Following high school graduation from West Ottawa
High School, Holsinger-Robinson attended Alma College
where he received a Bachelors degree in Philosophy.
After graduation, Holsinger-Robinson worked as a chef
for seven years while also pursuing a masters degree in
comparative religions at Western Michigan University.
‘‘I taught there for three years while I was working on my
masters,” said Holsinger-Robinson, who is an avid cyclist
in his free time and bikes close to 6,000 miles a year. “I had
sub-specialties in Cognitive Science and Developmental
Psychology and worked for a long time under the idea of the
Cognitive Approach to the study of Religion.”
Following his time at WMU, Holsinger-Robinson worked
for Herman Miller where he helped to launch their first ecommerce store and then did numerous projects around
Grand Rapids including Momentum, 5x5 night, ArtPrize,
and the Ted-X Conference.
‘‘The connection between those things and ArtPrize is
that they are all start-up’s,” Holsinger-Robinson said. ‘‘They
are all places where someone like Rick DeVos in this case,
had an idea and needed someone to help figure out how to
make it real and really that has been my expertise ever since
I started business.”

i
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Now that he has moved to GVSU, Holsinger-Robinson
plans to use all he has learned to help with future students.
‘‘I have learned the methodically and a way of thinking
over that period of time that I think I can apply about how to
break down big problems or projects people are interested
in,” Holsinger-Robinson said. ‘‘A lot of times I think people
become overwhelmed when they take a look at a big goal
and my brain naturally dissects everything and I don’t let a
lot of the details get in the way.”
A lot of what I’m able to bring to Grand Valley students is
one, the ability to learn that methodology and also as a fac
ulty partner to be able to help them launch these big ideas. I
get excited about ideas of all kinds and getting people excit
ed about what next steps look like and how to pursue them
and work with partners in the community.”
Even though there is no crystal ball telling what will hap
pen after his two years is up, Chamberlain is sure the college
will be able fill the possible void.
‘‘The position is constructed to bring in experts in the field
so students can get connected like that,” Chamberlain said. “If
-hedoewv Uvant to com# back after two years thenwewill bring
someone else in. It’s intended to be a revolving door position.”
While Holsinger-Robinson may be with the college for two
years he said he will have an open-door policy for all stu
dents.
“They can expect that my door is always going be open
and I’m always going to be excited about engaging them,”
he said. “I’m going to try to figure out ways to reach out
to students and I’d really hope that they take active part in
reaching out to me with whatever it is they are interested
in. Even if it’s just grabbing a cup of coffee and having a
broad conversation about what they want to do with their
future. It’s all good.”
associate @ lanthorn .com
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have more state-of-the-art technology that w^
can
incorporate into our teaching ”
continued from A1
Me Logan said with the construction begin
MacDonald said. “We are now having to ning in the spring or summer of 2013, there
offer classes late at night and we sometimes will be about 1,000 temporary construction
jobs and then more faculty and staff jobs with
have to open sections at odd times.”
With the completion of the new building, in the university following its completion in
MacDonald said it would free up space in the Fall of 2015.
“The last 10 years have been a lost
the Padnos Hall and will also help update
decade,”
McLogan said. “We have not been c
the technology the school has within the sci
able
to
get
additional physical space from the v
ence program.
state
and
our
appropriation from the state has
“With the new building, we would have a
been
cut
every
year over the last decade. This;
lot more flexibility with when we can teach,” •
MacDonald said. “We will have a lot more building now symbolizes that decade is over.’V
associate® lanthorn com
rooms available and the new building will

APPROVED

MLK
continued from A1

Courtesy / GVSU News & Info

Taking flight: Local Michigan middle school girls test their self-built remot controlled
airplanes on the last day of the four-day long summer program called STEPS in Allendale.

Middle school girls
craft remote controlled
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
to run the camp every summer. Each year,
around 100 GVSU student and faculty vol
ighty-six middle school girls par unteers, along with members of the West
ticipated in the Science,Technology Michigan Soaring Society and Warped
and Engineering Preview Summer Wings Radio Control Club help assist the
campers to craft the perfect electronic air
(STEPS) Day Camp, hosted by Grand
Valley State University on the Pew Grand plane.
“My teacher told me about it,” said a
Rapids Campus.
camper,
Jennifer. “I learned all this stuff
During the four day-long camp, the
about
computers
and we took trips to dif
girls construct their own remote control
ferent
places.”
planes, which they later showed off to
Jennifer’s interest in science came
family and friends at the end of the week
at the Warped Wings Fly Field in Allen from her father. She said they used to do
experiments together, such as playing
dale.
STEPS was created specifically for with dry ice with a spoon. Although she’s
only in mid
middle school
dle
school,
girls
who
she
already
showed an in
knows
that
"Women are very capable, too,
terest in tech
she
wants
to
nical careers,
but
there's
not
a
lot
of
role
models
build
houses
in an effort to
for a living.
out there or support. Many girls
help bolster
Another
the
number find comfort in the fact there are
camper,
Me
of women en
gan,
was
other girls out there like them. ”
gineers in the
amazed
to
see
country, who
everything
only currently
Sara Mass the camp had
make up 10
STEPS Organizer to offer. Just
percent of the
two days in,
field’s work
she said that
force.
she expected
“We live
only
the little
in a society
details
in
the
brochure,
but
instead,
went
that grooms young men to excel in math
on
field
trips
and
learned
computer
soft
and science — it’s almost expected,’’ said
ware
she
never
thought
she
could
use
be
Sara Maas, camp organizer and outreach
fore.
coordinator for the Seymour and Esther
“I learned a lot more here than I did in
Padnos College of Engineering and Com
school,”
Megan said.
puter. “Women are very capable, too, but
When the campers weren’t building
there’s not a lot of role models out there or
support. Many of the girls find comfort in their airplanes, they took field trips to Al
the fact that there are other girls out there coa Howmet, a manufacturer of advancedtechnology components. At Howmet, the
like them.’’
campers
met other female engineers and
The program’s main focus is to build
participated
in an impromptu design chal
seif-esteem, confidence and self efficacy
lenge
where
they built a catapult out of
along with nurturing teamwork and in
rubber
bands,
craft sticks and toothpicks.
crease knowledge about science, technol
On
Wednesday,
STEPS took the girls to
ogy and engineering. This summer marks
the Gerald R. Ford Airport where they
the 11th year STEPS has been at GVSU.
“People learn better by doing,’’ Maas rode on a four-seater Cessna airplane out
said. “That’s the main goal of the camp. of the Rapid Air hangar. Thursday night,
The girls get to do things and see things the campers celebrated their hard work by
that they might not ever be exposed to. testing out their remote control airplanes
They all know what a doctor, lawyer, or a they built themselves.
“I like science because it’s hands on,”
teacher does, but they don’t know what an
Megan said. “It’s fun to learn what goes
engineer does.”
Seymour and Esther Padnos College of on on Earth.”
mmiller@lanthorn.com
Engineering and Computing teams with
BY MORGAN MILLER
GVL STAFF WRITER

E

Provost Gayle Davis gave the motion its fi
nal approval in June and the new closure was
announced, with the addition that the decision
will be revisited in a few years to determine
whether the changes “prove to be compatible
with the best interest of our students’ academic
success,” as stated on the Inclusion and Diver
sity page on GVSU’s website.
No additional classes will be added to make
up for the cancelled classes, which Arnold said,
much like Labor Day, is a standard practice
when holidays are involved.
“For myself I just think that it was the build
up - it’s been talked about every year, we’ve got
the momentum,” said Bobby Springer, associ
ate director of the Office of Multicultural Affairs
and co-chair of the Martin Luther King Jr. Cel
ebration executive planning committee. “.. .We
were one of the three (universities that do not
close on MLK day), and now for us to be one of
the universities that will cancel classes on that
day, I think it’s a step in the right direction.”
Despite the good news, there are still con
cerns over how the cancelling of classes will
affect student participation on the day of events
- something administrators like Springer hope
they can curb by packing MLK Day with events
that students want to participate in.
“We don’t want it to be a long weekend for
students - we know with some students, that’s
what’s going to happen and that was always
a concern in the past, students not being en
gaged,” Springer said. “And that’s even more
important now that classes are cancelled, is to
make sure that we get students and faculty in
volved so therefore we have to really increase
what we do on that Monday to make sure that
people are excited and that they want to be a
part of the events on campus.”
The Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration Ex
ecutive Planning Committee are in the process

of deciding what new events to add, and how to
get students involved n the planning process.
“In our meeting today we’re talking about
doing additional things to make sure that people
are on campus and engaged in some parts of
multiple things that we’re doing on campus that
day,” Springer said. “But we think with a great
day of events to really get people involved that
students and faculty will come out will partici
pate and it will be an opportunity where students
will not have to worry about missing classes, and
they can just relax and enjoy the moment ”
Springer said with the passing of this deci-.
sion at GVSU, all eyes will be on that Monday
to see whether or not it is really making a dif
ference.
“The majority was in favor of this, but that
didn’t happen over night. There was a build up
for this to happen and just making sure things
were in order,” Springer said. “.. .and that’s why
it’s very important that we make this spread and
do more now that people have the time to really
engage,and make sure we give them something
that they can participate in something they can
really participate in and want to come back for
more.”
*
If you ask Springer, he’d tell you there is
still work to be done in terms of racial equality
-both worldwide and right here at GVSU.
“We all have to continue to grow, and learn
and engage in this process that’s going to make
things better,” Springer said. “We’re not there
yet. I think it’s very important for all of us to
engage. Because we bring some dynamic inter
view on campus, we do some great things and
I think there’s a piece for all of us in some of
things we’re doing.
I know I learn something every year, and
I’m right in the middle of it. I just think that
could happen for others as well because the
more that we learn, equip ourselves with, the'
more we will be able to pass on to others and
continue to build in that way.”
editorial @ lanthorn c om
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VALLEY VOTE:

LAST ISSUE'S QUESTION:

Do you think there should be restrictions on when fireworks can
be used in Allendale?

Do you think President Obama's public support of gay marriage will
win him votes in the upcoming presidential election?

Vote online at lanthorn.com

YES 53% NO 47%

EDITORIAL

DREAM ON
ince his death on April 4, 1968,
much has changed in the United
States. Known for leading different
peace marches and demonstrations during
the 1960’s, Martin Luther King Jr. changed
the way the world looked at race and social
equality.
Although today we still are fighting for
equal rights and race equality, Grand Valley
State University has taken the correct step
to cancel all classes that fall on Jan. 21,
also known as Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
in observance of the holiday and in hopes
to bolster participation numbers of students
at MLK Jr. Day events on campus since
conflicting class times will no longer be a
factor.

In the wake of GVSU's decision to close classes on this upcoming Martin
Luther King Jr. Day, students should not forgot what it means to remember

Up until now, GVSU was one of
only three public universties in Michigan
that kept class in session annually on the
holiday. The decision, based on a recom
mendation by University Academic Senate,
and supporting materials from the Aca
demic Policy and Standards Committee, the
Provost and a resolution passed the Student
Senate, is indeed what Bobby Springer,
associate director of the Office of Multicul
tural affairs and MLK Celebration co-chair
called “a step in the right direction.”
If the university will close for winter
holidays, Thansgiving, and New Years Day,
it only make sense to close classes on a day
that honors one of the most socially influ
ential people in U.S. history, allowing more

LETTERTOTHE EDITOR

wiggle room for students and faculty to
participate in the multitude of celebrations
that take place around campus that day.
Here at the Lanthorn, we know we are
not your mother, your girlfriend or boy
friend, or your professor (though some
times we might act like it), but we’ve just
got to make a recommendation of our own:
classes being cancelled should not translate
into a get-out-of-class-free card. It does not
mean your Sunday night socializing should
bleed into Monday morning just because
you don’t have to worry about making it to
GVSU’s campus on time. One of the main
reasons the university took so long to make
the decision in the first place was the fear
that students would treat the holiday like a

long weekend, and that participation in oncampus events would go way down.
So, prove them wrong. Find out how
you can get involved, show up to the break
fast or the silent march or drop in to see
one of the MLK Day guest speakers.
The university is going to revist the
motion in five years, to decide whether or
not the cancellation in classes is effective.
So, in a way, it’s the decision of whether
or not this continues for future generations
of Lakers is largely on the shoulders of the
students to decide.
So take a step in the right direction,
GVSU, and take a day to remember the
man who taught us that love and equality
always win.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY DAN SILLS

WHATTHE HECK HAPPENED TO YOU?!

How Tracking'
could threaten
state water supply
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Dear Editor,
f you don’t know
what fracking
is, you need to.
Chances are it could
be threatening Michi
gan’s water supply.
Hydraulic frac
turing - called
“fracking” - is an
extraction process
used by the natural
gas industry that
WALKER
involves blasting a ......
mixture of water and dangerous chemicals deep
underground to explore for natural gas.
The industry refuses to reveal the exact
chemicals it uses in the fracking process, which
could end up in our drinking water. Fracking
has already caused a range of environmental
problems across the United States, including
at least eight states that have reported drinking
water contamination due to fracking.
Michigan’s economy depends on our great
natural resources. We can’t afford the risk frack
ing poses to our invaluable resources. Take a
minute to call Governor Rick Synder at (517)
335-7858 or email him at Rick.Snyder@michigan.gov and tell him to support common sense
regulations that address the dangers of fracking.

I

CHELSEA WALKER
GVSU SENIOR
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Olympic-mania: Celebrating whafs behind the medals

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST

It’s the most wonder
ful time erf the year. With
the athletes competing and
America beating other
countries we cheer. It’s the
hap-happiest games of all
(ding-dong-ding), there
are gold medals swinging
and everyone’s singing the
anthem so dearrr...
Ok, so I changed a
Christmas song into a rather
pathetic ode to the Olym
pics (I sincerely hope that
someone re-reads that remix

sense (o her, you know: the
and singsalong) - but I just
can’t fight this happy feeling' “swimmers in tiny speedos,
soccer, the track (I used to run
I simply adore the Olym
pics, especially the summer
- and she let it go.)
games, and I am so excited
But later, thinking back
that I often find myself doing
on what my friend had asked
me, I wondered if that was
the happy dance to Olym
pic commercials when I’m
really it. Why did I love the
Olympics so much? Soccer is
watching television alone.
on television all the time, so is
Now I love a lot of things
track, and if I really needed to
to the point of near obses
sion; cookie dough blizzards,
see swimmers in speedos it’s
only a Google search away.
for example. A shirtless
When the reason finally
Ryan Reynolds would be
another one of those things
came to me, I was a little
surprised by my own dis
(or a clothed Ryan Reynolds
for that matter). Yet my
covery. I love the Olympics
mainly because it makes me
admittedly creepy love for
so proud to be an American.
Ryan in all states of dress
Most things that are sup
doesn’t even come close to
posed to make us proud in
how I feel about the summer
the United States are twisted
Olympic Games.
up in political strife. Some
The other day after I ex
one has always got an issue
pressed my enthusiasm for the
Olympics to a friend and she
with policy or international
relations- and as a result we
asked me what it was about
rarely just enjoy pride for our
the Olympics that fascinated
me so much. I rattled off a
incredible country.
The Olympics, however,
list that I thought would make

way t
a neutral island of sorts
where we can just stand
united as a country and forget
about most of the political
stuff for a while. There is
such an incredible sense of
camaraderie when we win a
medal at any Olympic sport,
be it swimming or powerwalking (yes they have
it- and yes, it is impossible to
power-walk without looking
like a constipated duck).
In the end, I’m not
complaining about those
tiny, tight Speedos- but they
also are not my reason for
tuning in. I urge eveiyone to
watch the Olympics and to
truly appreciate the amazing
people that come forward
to represent our country. If
medal counts say anything,
we have a lot to be thankful
for here in the United States.
ccolleran @ lanthorn rom
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley lanthorn
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses,
letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley lanthorn

GVL COLUMNIST

Letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff
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I’m not sure about you,
but when I hear “three,
two, one,” I start looking
around for something to go
“BLASTOFF!” So when
the new crosswalk lights
don’t turn into rocket ships
and shoot off into the sky
- well, I feel a little disap
pointed. Especially when
I hear that countdown all
day, every day, from my
bedroom in Murray Living
Center. Even with the win
dows closed.
So I got a hold of the
people who had the new
crosswalks installed in the
first place, and this is what
I was told by James Moyer,
>

the associate vice president
for facilities planning.
“The audio devices are
designed to aid a person that
may have difficulty with eye
sight,” he said. “The visual
devices are designed to aid
people that may have diffi
culty hearing. There are also
tactile warning (blue or yel
low plates on the sidewalks)
devices to define the point
where the sidewalk ends and
the street begins, he major
ity of these improvements
are covered by either the
American with Disabilities
Act or the State of Michigan
transportation codes.”
Moyer told me that the
university wasn’t required
to upgrade the cross
walks; instead, GVSU was
"responding to student
requests for consistency
between the signals.”
This is great; I love how
our university is willing to
take student needs and de
sires into consideration when
dealing with campus safety.

On the other hand, they
turn the audio countdowns
off at night. Wait. OFF at
night? If these new count
downs are put in to assist
blind people in crossing
the streets safely, WHY are
they turned off at NIGHT?
I mean, really. It’s dark out.
Even pedestrians without
visual impairments don’t
see any better in the dark to
avoid the cars, and driv
ers aren’t going to see any
better in the dark to avoid
hitting someone who might
not be crossing at the right
moment. Yet somehow the
audio is more useful in the
daytime than at night?
Moyer says that “a bit
of common sense rules”
in this matter. The traffic
signals have a ‘night mode’,
during which two sides of
the signal lights flash red,
and the others flash yellow.
This doesn’t involve a timing
sequence that would allow
the pedestrian walk signals to
operate correctly. Thus, they

are turned off. Which, if you
think about it, makes a lot of
sense, common or otherwise.
Now, I think upgrading
the crosswalks is wonder
ful, and I love that I’m not
kept up all night hearing
“Crosswalk on, Calder,
Calder,” over and over
again. There should be
ways to help the blind and
deaf cross the roads on
campus—and anywhere
else for that matter—safely.
This is something that
should be a priority for
every group on campus;
facilities, students, faculty,
DPS, everybody.
But still, it doesn’t mean
these devices aren’t pain
fully annoying for everyone
else around them. I mean,
really - even without adding
any rocket ships, could
we add “blast off!” to the
end of the countdown...
or at least turn down the
volume?
ephillips ® lanthorn jcom
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GVSU ATHLETE COMPETES AT U.S. OLYMPIC TRIALS
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Trails provide Sam Lockhart experience and motivation for upcoming season
I
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

rand Valley State Univer
sity junior Sam Lockhart
has had success through
out her collegiate career —
ing taking home her first Division
11 National Championship this
past March in the weight throw
— but her biggest test came when
she competed at the U.S. Olympic
Trials at the University of Oregon
this last week.
Lockhart qualified for the
Olympic trials with a 57.11 meter
discus toss at the Ashland Sum
mer Series.
“It was actually really excit
ing,” she said. “It was definitely
a learning experience. I didn’t re
ally plan on making it to the trials
so I was very thankful that I could
make it. I tried to look at it as an
other meet, but not being there be
fore, I had a lot of different emo
tions. It was an honor to compete
with some of the athletes not just
in the U.S., but in the world.”
One of the biggest adjustments
for Lockhart was the atmosphere
of the Olympic Trials. She noticed
how much bigger a stage she was
on compared to the typical Divi
sion II meets she competed at.
“The biggest thing was prob
ably the crowd,” she said. “That
was the biggest crowd I have ever
been in. The other thing was that I
didn’t know what to expect from
the other college women because
- anything can happen and I never
ompeted against those girls, but
e atmosphere was the biggest
thing.”
She does have experience in
big time Division II meets. Her
experiences in the GLIAC Cham
pionships and the National Cham
pionships helped prepare her for

G
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Heavy lifting: Grand Valley State University thrower, Sam Lockhart, winds up to throw in a past Lakers' game.

the Olympic Trials.
“I think that it helps a lot be
cause you have a lot of nerves
going into the national champion-'
ship,” Lockhart said. “Point wise,
you know you are trying to do the
includ
best for your team and you want
to show that all the work you put
throughout the season and the
summer will pay off in this one
meet.
“So I think in that way I can
look at the trial as another meet,
but since it was a little bit bigger
than nationals, I had an anxious
feeling, excitement and nervous
ness. I think it helped though,
because if I never made it to any
nationals and went straight to the
trials, it would have been nerve
wracking.”
Overall, she said was fortu
nate to be given to the opportunity
to compete on one of the biggest
stages, and anxious to use this as
a learning experience and is hope
ful that this will help her down the
road and into next year.
“What I’ll take from this is
to enjoy the tigie competing and
always be thankful,” Lockhart
said. I’m not saying I’m not these
things, but it helps me understand.
It brings me back to reality a little
bit, not saying I wasn’t humble or
anything, but it made me realize
how much more work I have to do
to get better so I can compete with
these girls. Working hard usually
pays off and it gives me more mo
tivation for the next year and for
training after college. It gave me
motivation and I was thankful to
represent my hometown and my
school. I’ll take the little things I
used in this meet for the upcom
ing year I have.”
bderouin@lanthorn .com

Trial Times
Graney values experience of Olympic Trials

BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN

the University of Colorado.
“It’s crazy to compare myself to them, I feel
like they’re on this whole other level,” Graney
fter a record-breaking first season at
said. “I try not to be too star struck — try not to
Grand Valley State University, gradu
be a crazy fan. They’re the best at what they do,
ate student Betsy Graney’s season came
but there’s nothing insanely special about them.
down to one race — precisely 9 minutes, 59.76
They warm up like everyone else and do the pre
seconds — in the 3,000-meter steeplechase at
race drives and you see that they’re not idols,
the U.S. Olympic track and field trials.
they’re just people too.”
She finished ninth in her heat and No. 18
The race itself didn’t go as well as the rest of
overall in the race held at Heyward Field at the
the experience for Graney, who said she wasn’t
University of Oregon. While she missed out on
intimidated by the moment.
qualifying for this month’s London Olympic
“I wasn’t as nervous as 1 thought I was go
games, it wasn’t all about qualifying for Graney
ing to be,” she said. “Looking back, I was really
- it was about the experiences, too.
pleased with how I handled the stresses of the
situation around me, but I just felt kind of off
“Heyward Field up at the University of Or
egon, is kind of like a track mecca, so it was just
through the whole race and never quite got in
a great experience to be there in that atmosphere
a good rhythm, It just kind of felt off from the
and to compete at such a high level,” she said. “I
start.”
Despite never finding that rhythm. Graney
was just really gratefq) that I had that experience
did find time to reflect on the fact that she was
and now moving forward I can just be more con
fident and ready to take on bigger challenges.”
running with the best, competing on the same
track as legendary runners like Steve PrefonGraney entered the race with a time of
taine, just one step away from the Olympics.
9:53.85, a Division II record. The race, which
“I had to stop and stop thinking about the
pitted the Division II United States Track &
race and just think about where I was and what
Field and Cross Country Coaches Association’s
I was doing,” she said. “It was awesome to be
National Women’s Track Athlete of the Year
against the top American competition, gave
where I wanted to be at that moment, and just to
Graney a chance to not only show her skill, but
really try to enjoy it as best as I could.”
also interact with and be around athletes like
Graney competed in the trials with GVSU
soon-to-be Olympian Emma Cobum. a senior at
teammate Sam Lockhart, who finished 19th in
GVL SPORTS EDITOR
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the discus. The experi
ence that both gained is
something GVSU head
coach Jerry Baltes hopes
they can bring back and
share with their team
mates this season.
“It’s a great experience for her and
•Sam to represent our university and
wear the uniform and have a shot at
making the team,” said Baltes, who
was in attendance. “Hopefully this
experience leads to something big
ger down the road. That experience
is irreplaceable ... hopefully the op
portunity will arise were she can be in
(the Olympian’s) shoes.”
Graney hopes to continue her run
ning career in both a professional and
coaching capacity. She will serve as
a volunteer assistant with the team at
GVSU along with competing profession
ally in road races and other track events.
“I’m really looking forward to keep
pursuing running,” Graney said. “I feel
like after this year, finally having a year
healthy, that I don’t feel like I’ve reached my
potential and there is more to come. I don’t
know exactly what it’s going to look like yet,
but I’m really excited to find out.”

sports® lanthorn com

Free Print and Online Classifieds
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The final stretch: Grand Valley State University's Lubbers Stadium (above) is close to completion, and will be ready for the Lakers' first home game on Sept. 8 against Notre Dame College of Ohio.

LAYING THE GROUNDWORK
FieldTurf installation brings Lubbers Stadium closer to kickoff
fcY ZACH SEPANIK
qVL STAFF WRITER

ith football training
camps opening in the
NFL this month, foot
ball is nearing a return, and locally,
renovation on Grand Valley State
University’s Lubbers Stadium is
nearing completion. The project is
approximately two weeks ahead of
the projected Aug. 7 date.
“We still have quite a bit of
work to get done, but provided
everything tracks the way it is,
we should be good,” said Brian
Darling of Erhardt Construction,
the project’s superintendent, who
was also a part of the grandstand
remodeling last summer. “It is one

of the coolest projects I have ever
worked on. The stadium is like a
different place. It is amazing from
what it was to now.”
So far, the field has been low
ered eight feet, the track has been
removed, two roads for snow re
moval have been added along with
approximately 2300 seats includ
ing the Huntington Club sections,
and the Peppino’s Patio and ESPN
96.1 Zone have been created, all to
enhance the game-day experience.
Meanwhile, the latest install
ment is FieldTurf. With 518,000
pounds of sand and 194,000 pounds
of rubber ready to go, the process
is moving along smoothly.
“Turf is lying on top of stone,
basically a big French drain,” said

Bob Horchar, the lead installer of
Field Turf for Kerr Athletics. “It is
designed so it can drain two inches
an hour straight through the turf
into the sub-base. Sand and rubber
go on top, that way the players are
actually playing on sand and rub
ber instead of the backing of the
carpet which used to cause many
injuries with the old turf.”
Horchar has been installing
the synthetic material for 15 years
now. He has done work on five
NFL fields and numerous prac
tice facilities around the league, as
well as numerous college and high
school fields. He is also currently
working on Hope College’s Hol
land Municipal Stadium.
With the introduction of turf to

Lubbers Stadium, however, Hor
char says it is something that will
make maintenance a lot easier.
“The upkeep is minimal,” he
said. “They have to drag with an
aerator, brooms and rakes on it.
Basically just drag that around
maybe 8 to 10 times a year, if that.
And a lawn sweep just to take the
debris off the surface.”
For fans, the turf is just one as
pect of this long-awaited renova
tion project that will hopefully en
hance their experience and provide
even more energy on game day.
“Grand Valley deserves to have
a nice, updated stadium,” said
Gary Reinelt, 54, of Clarkston,
Mich., who is entering his fourth
year as a season-ticket holder. “A

zsepanik @ lanthorn .com

Dilanni, women's soccer
look to reload in 2012

SWIMMING

Swimming with the Stars

BY BRYCE OEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

he Grand Valley State University women’s soccer
team came up short in their attempt at a three-peat as
Division II National Champions. The Lanthorn had
a chance to interview head coach Dave Dilanni to see how
the team was preparing for its upcoming season this fall.

T

Beebe performs with top U.S. swimmers at Olympic Trials
BY MELANIE HUHN
GVL STAFF WRITER

In March, Grand Valley State
jUniversjty^ jwtmmef Aaron Bee
be was on top of the Division II
swimming world when he became
the first individual national cham
pion for GVSU in the 200-meter
butterfly, but his success didn’t
stop there.
He just wrapped up a week
competing in the 2012 United
States Swimming Olympic Trials.
Held at CenturyLink Center in
Omaha, Neb., Beebe qualified and
swam three events against the best
U.S. competition, coming away
with faster times then when he ar
rived. In the 200-meter freestyle,
Beebe came away in 68th out of
127 athletes with a finishing time
of 1 minute, and 52.19 seconds.
He won his heat by .37 seconds.
In his best event — the 200-me
ter butterfly — he ranked 53rd out
of 145 from the start, but dropped
.72 seconds from his seed time and
finished in 30th. He swam his final
race, the 100 meter butterfly, on
Saturday finishing 93rd.
Heading into the trials, Beebe felt
prepared and mentally stable for the
tough competition he faced. It wasn't
until the heat sheets came out, that the
realization finally sank in that Beebe
would be swimming at the trials.
“It makes me extremely proud,”
Beebe said. “I have accomplished
one of my ihajor goals, which was
to be able to compete on the same
level as Division I swimmers. It
was extremely fun and very sat
isfying to go out and beat people
who have much nicer facilities and
much more funding.”
With four years of collegiate
swimming underneath his belt,
Beebe didn’t feel the pressure or
the nerves he thought he would
while competing. Surprised that
he wasn’t overwhelmed before his
race, he said that the many highlevel competitions at GVSU have
prepared him for the trials.
“I achieved all of my goals and
had such a wonderful time are
Grand Valley, that no matter what
the result of the meet was going to
be, I would have been happy with
it,” Beebe said. “I had no pressure
going into the meet, I was swim
ming to have fun.”
There is no surprise that his
teammate and co-captain, Sam
Soukop couldn’t have asked for a
better swimmer to represent Grand
Valley at the trials. Soukop praised
that Beebe was a phenomenal

lot of people in the past probably
didn’t bother to come to the games
because it was a smaller stadium
and they may not have gotten a
seat. It is an all-around good thing
for the school.”
Come the home-opener on
Sept. 8 against Notre Dame Col
lege of Ohio, it will not only be a
warm welcome for the GLIAC’s
newest team, but it will be a Black
Out game for the history books.
“It is going to be a blast with a
new field, new team that we have
never played before,” said junior
quarterback Heath Parling. “I hon
estly can’t wait. It is going to be an
exciting night.”

VI

THE LANTHORN: You guys had a very successful
year, making it back to the national championship game
where your 42-game unbeaten streak was snapped. Has
your team used this as a motivating factor to come back
stronger this season?
DIIANNI: We were really proud of how the season
went. Obviously, only one team gets to win their last
game and that wasn’t us last year. I think the motivation
is always there to do the best they can and work as hard as they can. We
saw a lot this past winter and spring from our upperclassman in terms of
leadership and in the weight room and in the field with workouts. A lot of
the motivation began last winter and last spring in terms of getting better
as a group and getting better as individuals.
THE LANTHORN: How do you plan on compensating for the loss of
your seniors? Especially key players like All-Americans Erin Mruz and
Megan Brown.
DIIANNI: Again, I think right from the beginning we tried to work on
reconfiguring our team in the winter and the spring. We don’t have our
seniors in the winter and the spring, so our team starts to take a different
shape without them anyways. We’re trying to replace good players, but
you know we are in a program where we think that opportunities are going
to exist every year when seniors graduate. You can’t replace those players
but you hope that other people take opportunities provided to them and
every senior provided leadership for us and it’s now our new seniors class
to lead this 2012 team ... this is their team now and it’s their turn to lead.
THE LANTHORN. What are your expectations for this year’s incoming
recruiting class?
DIIANNI: We always have great expectations for our incoming classes be
cause we feel like they are great student athletes. They’re very passionate
about playing for the university and tire program.
I think that we try to temper those expectations
though. It’s a very difficult jump for the freshman to
make, coming in from high school and making the
jump into our program. We expect them to come in
and fit and expect them to do the best they can in the
classroom. We expect them to learn what it takes to
compete in our program. Not only for themselves,
for their teammates.

Courtesy / Aaron Beebe

Trials and tribulations: Senior swimmer Aaron Beebe finished 30th in
the 200-meter butterfly, 68th in the 200-meter freestyle and 93rd in the
100-meter butterfly at the OlympicTrials in Omaha, Neb.

teammate, who always set the tone
for practice and helping everyone
achieve their goals.
“Aaron showed people what a
lot of hard work and dedication
can do,” Soukop said. “I think he
set the bar pretty high as far as
what one can achieve at a Division
II school and hopefully it motivat
ed current and future swimmers to
chase after it at Grand Valley.”
Motivation and dedication
aren’t the only keys to Beebe’s
success. He strives to have con
fidence in knowing that he had
trained well. Knowing this was
going to be the biggest meet of his
life, he prepared mentally for the
intimidating atmosphere.
“Overall, I wasn’t too nervous.

DIIANNI

THE LANTHORN How will the addition of
Shaylin Mannino replacing Shannon Neely as the
£oaJkeePer coach affect the team?

DIIANNI: Shannon did a wonderful job for us for
three years. We’re really proud of her for accept
ing the job at Northwestern, a great university like Northwestern University.
But we feel like we got a really great coach with unlimited potential in Shay
Mannino from Central Michigan. She had a great career as a player and
student athlete. I think she is willing to learn and build a relationship with
our goalkeepers and our players. She reminds me a lot of what Shannon was
three years ago, and we’re hoping that Shay will reach that potential as well,
but Shay will define her own career and we are excited to see that transpire.

I was just taking it in and enjoy
ing the experience,” Beebe said.
“It was a little bit nostalgic when
I swam my last event because this
could be the end for me.”
Taking time to enjoy the meet
was important to Beebe because
this could be his last. Ending his
college career last spring, he hasn’t
decided if he wants to keep swim
ming or throw in the towel.
Even if it is the end, Beebe was
thankful for those who have helped
him along in this journey.
“When you come this far, there
isn’t a short answer for who you
want to thank,” Beebe said. “I
want to thank everyone who has
helped me throughout the years.”

DIIANNI: Well number one, we need to get great senior leadership. I think
we’ve already seen a lot of that this past winter and spring, and we are see
ing a lot of that this summer. Our seniors are staying connected with the rest
of the team and they’re in charge of running workouts on their own for the
team and so number one we have never had a great team accomplish their
goals without great senior leadership. We need to stay healthy and avoid in
juries that will take games and minutes away from players. And ultimately,
we need to create a competitive environment every day in practice that is
gonna help us challenge one another and make each other better so that we
can accomplish our goals for the fall season.

huhn @ lanthorn .com
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THE LANTHORN. What are going to be some keys for your team to
regain the national title and who do you expect big things from this year?
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ACROSS STATE LINES // BY ELIZABETH MARINA HOWELL

HEY TONY:
there's always a silver lining
n case you haven’t heard yet, Tony
Parker almost lost an eye because of
Chris Brown and Drake.
Yes, you read that correctly.
Tony Parker was at a New York
City night club, which also hosted Mr.
Brown, Mr. Drake and their respective
entourages. Long story short, Brown
and Drake both had “relations” with
Rihanna, and aren’t too happy with
each other. Words were exchanged,
then some bottles went flying, and next
thing you know, a piece of glass from a
broken bottle went through 99% of one
of Tony Parker’s eye.
Now, if you’re a fan of the French,
basketball or even French basketball,
you’ve probably come to the conclusion
that it’s very probable that Parker will
miss the Olympics due to “procedures”
necessary for having glass in your eye.
However, seeing as I almost always
see the glass as half full (unless it’s
beer, then it’s always half empty and I
need another), there is a silver lining.
Because Parker will most likely miss
basketball, he will have some free time
to improve his Twitter game.
Parker, known for his grace and

I

The last time Parker interacted with
seemingly flawless technique on the
court, is a terrible tweeter. Twitter another account was on June 5 and
is a place where you can share your the account he mentioned was watch
thoughts and feelings, as well as inter company. The last time Parker inter
act with people. Tony Parker does none acted with a fan? March 8. That’s three
of that. Seriously... look at his last few months and 19 days ago, aka, forever
ago. And I’m almost positive the only
tweets.
It’s honestly like he’s not even try reason he interacted with her is because
ing. That last tweet he tweeted has two she’s wearing his jersey/t-shirt in her
different links to the same article and profile picture.
So here’s my challenge to you @tphe doesn’t even elaborate on what the
links are. He just expects his fans to 9network (which is a horrendous Twit
click on any sort of link that he tweets.
Oh, also, he last tweeted three days
ago... THREE DAYS AGKffmvmm'
L*
• "One more thing about hjjjjjjfter -*
;,
it’s not even in English. Cnion man. w
You spend the majority of your current
life in America. Tweet American.
Kidding, but another thing Mr. Park
er needs to improve on is his interact
tion with his fans. There’s a website,
properly named Tweeting Athletes
which lists every athlete on Twitter.
From athletes in the NFL to your fa
vorite Pro Kayaker, if they’re on Twit
ter, they’re on this website. However,
there’s almost no point in using this
website to find Tony Parker.

ter name, by the way), while you may
not play basketball in the upcoming
months due to only having one working
eye, improve something that only takes*
one working eye, like Twitter! Step,
your Twitter game up, son!
Oh, and get better soon.

AARON DU DOLES
GVSU SENIOR
SPORTS MANAGEMENT’
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- 24 HR Fitness Center
RURILRBLE
Downtown Campus
-Indoor Pool
Studio, 1 & 2 Bedrom
- Couered Parkinq
CRLLTODRV!
Luxury Rpartments
- Connected to Skywalk

616-776-3300 www.plazatowersapartments.com
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GV sophomore twirls her way to the top
BY ELUE PHILLIPS
g\4 staff writer

'or Grand Valley State University student Moriah Mus1 caro, twirling has been a part of life since she was five
v years old. Now an 18-year-old and a biomedical sci
ences major, Muscaro is the feature twirler for the Laker
Mj^ching Band. Now, Muscaro is the USA Baton Twirling
Ambassador to Peru for the spring festival put on by the
Lorn’s Club.
^Twirling is a combination of dance and gymnastics, per
formed while holding a shining metal stick. These routines
can involve dance-heavy routines with up to four batons. In
her position and subsequent travels to Peru, Muscaro has
volunteered at a women’s prison, orphanages and a senior
citizen’s residence.
Twirling is in Muscaro’s blood - her passion preceeding
her in both her mother and her grandmother.
; “It’s something I absolutely love,” she said. “I don’t think
I yvould be able to be where I am if I didn’t love it. The more
I did it the more 1 fell in love with it.”
Though Muscaro loves performing, practicing is anoth
er story. To get her to practice, her mother started a baton
group called the Twirl-M’s. The Twirl-M’s started out as
a group of Muscaro’s friends in her hometown of Walled
Lake. Though the group was originally started to give Musc4ro someone to practice with, they have grown into a much
larger company.
; “We have about 50 twirlers at a time in each session,”
Muscaro said. “Throughout the course of our 13 year long
history, we’ve had about seven or 800 girls come through
the program.”
Over the past two years, the Twi rl - M’s have rai sed 2,000Sol
foragirl’sorphanageinPeru-whichisabout$750inU.S.dollars.
Muscaro began exploring GVSU during her senior year
in high school, after learning that the university’s feature
twirler position was open. She liked, how close GVSU’s
downtown campus was to the Medical Mile in Grand Rap
ids, and said she was impressed with the medical and sci
ence programs.
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Courtesy / Moriah Muscaro

Leaps and bounds: GVSU sophomore, Moriah Muscaro (pictured) has been named USA BatonTwirling Ambassador to Peru.

“Baton twirling is amazingly fun, and it’s taught me so
much, but in the end, academics is what will take me far
in life,” said Muscaro, who wants to be a doctor when she
graduates.
For Muscaro, the biggest draw of twirling is performance
and competition. She has twirled for football, basketball,
and even a lacrosse game here at GVSU in the past year.
“I
just
really
love
the
thrill
of
per
forming
and
seeing
people’s
reactions.”
She’s brought some of that service spirit to GVSU, as well,
volunteering with the Three Mile Project, a place for chil
dren to hang out with Muscaro and some of her friends as
the adult supervision
As for competition, Muscaro twirls for the National Ba
ton Twirling Association and has won Mrs. Majorette of
Michigan five times since 2005, a title which qualifies her to
compete at a national level. Just this past month. Muscaro
won the College Mrs. Majorette of Michigan and College
Mrs. Majorette of the Great Lakes and will now be compet
ing at the national competition at Notre Dame to become
College Mp*. Mujowtte ofiAmerica. •r mm mm
»
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GV announces new reading project title
BY JOEL CAMPBELL
GVL STAFF WRITER

THIS
SUMMER

“I’m just excited to see where God’s going to take me
and how He’s going to use me, even just to be a role-model
to other girls, or maybe it’s through academics,” Muscaro
said. “I’m excited to see what I can do and how best I can
glorify him with my talents.”
Though it’s difficult, she has found that it isn’t impossible
to balance being a member of the honors college, her posi
tion as feature baton twirler, and also having a social life.
She feels that baton has given her a good work ethic and
taught her the value of getting things done ahead of schedule.
“I don’t know why God made me able to be a baton
twirler, and I don’t know why God made me have the brains
to really work hard and given me that drive, but I’ve been
blessed with that and I just want to use that as much as I
can,” Muscaro said.
She wanted to extend her gratitude and thanks
towards two special professors here at GVSU.
“I just appreciate professor John Martin and professor Barry
Martin,” she said, “for allowing me to twirl at Grand Valley
because it’s opened up so many opportunities. It was just a
«*gro«t, great yter and I <Mm^4 wait foMnore. It’s all thanks.To
jfifcjn that I gjgjLto go to£jiancLYalley.and twirl.”

ince literacy has long been
heralded as the cornerstone
of education. Grand Valley
State University now has a
interest in seeing its students read and out of the many initiatives they
hope will help them reach that goal,
the annual Community Reading
Project is a big one.
The project, which began in 2007,
has helped showcase titles such as
“The Warmth of Other Suns” and this
year’s title “The Element.” In a given
year, different segments of the Laker
community turn out to read the chosen
book. Last year’s title, “The Warmth
of Other Suns,” saw large numbers of
participants from English and history
backgrounds. This year’s selection.
“The Element,” by Ken Robinson, is
expected to appeal to education stu
dents the most.
“It begs the question, what is edu
cation” said Susan Mendoza, direc
tor of undergraduate research and the
community reading project. “It ap
peals to education, engineering, and a
number of other disciplines.”
The book addresses what Mendoza
calls ‘knotty issues.’ These are com
plex issues currently facing society.
By examining these issues outside of
textbook examples, students are able
to integrate their education into the
world at large.
“You often see a connection be
tween the community reading title and
academics,” said Lynn Sheehan, who
helps coordinate the community read
ing project on behalf of the library.

S

“It’s a program that ties so well
with our mission of liberal education,”
Sheehan said. “I get excited.”
The library’s efforts are also help
ful to the program. They provide book
kits that include a number of the cho
keen
sen book and questions in order to get
the conversation started. The library
also plays host to informal discus
sions, held mainly during the winter
semester. During the winter semester,
the library begins to put out displays
of the book, and other selected titles,
or materials, related to the theme. Of
everything that can be garnered from
the experience, Sheehan sees the in
formal education aspect as the most
important.
“I want students to be curious
about it,” Sheehan said.
In order to get students and faculty
ready for this year’s title, the Univer
sity Bookstore at GVSU has ordered
50 copies for the summer and is offer
ing a 20 percent discount which will
last throughout the school year.
“We work with faculty who adopt
the books as reading material,” said
Tony Glaab, UBS textbook manager,
who coordinates for the project on be
half of the bookstore.
“For us, we want students to be
involved in something the university
feels is important,” he said. “We want
to promote it to students.”
The book and discussion groups
will culminate with author Ken Rob
inson’s visit to GVSU in March.
To read more about the Community
Reading Project, visit www.gvsu.edu/
read.

Courtesy / jaycollier.net

jcamphell@ lanthorn .com

In his element: "The Element" by author Ken Robinson (pictured) has been
selected for Grand Valley State University's 2012 Community Reading Project.
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MARKETPLACE
For Sale

Roommates

LAPTOP FOR SALE!
This laptop te In great condi
tion. almost brand new.
SPECS:
-441 OB nard drive
—Intel Coro £ CPU M430 O
2.27 Qhz 2.27 GHz Proces
sor
-4GB of RAM
--Pop-out CQ/DvO drive
-3 u38 ports
Ptoace cal or text me at
616-617-5862 tor any questlone or offers

Housing
At 48wect enjoy rtdividuaJ
leasee, private bathrooms.
on-6ite due stop & much
morel Cel today for leesinq *
information 616-605-2400,
48west&48wesMnfo.
www 46weet.com
Campus view, live close to
campus and get me most for
your money. Apartments ana
Town houses svarfabie. Cal
Today! 616-885-6678 or visit
www.campusvievmousaig.co
m
HOME FOR RENT
929 Nagoid N W.-Downtown
GR area. $700 + utilities,
$600 security deposit. 3 lev
els. 2 bedrooms. 1 bam.
basement. 2 stall garage
Spacious, quiet, cul-de-sac.
6 month or i year lease,
if interested, call Mike Kaibny
at
818.6263
University Town houses &
Apartments. GvSU's best
kept deal. Lowest rates
guaranteed!

Call (616)447-5611 for more
information.

ROOMMATES:
Looking for a FEMALE
ROOMMATE to snare a 3
bedroom, 3 1/2 bath, 3 story
town house, and attached
garage at Copper Beech for
the 2012-2013 school ywr.
You ww have your own
bathroom, bedroom, as well
as two fnencay/eesy to Vve
with roommates going into
their Junior year. The apertment Is FULLY FuRni8hED
and Includes a perking spot
12 month lease starting In
August. Rent Is $416/monnth
plus utumee
If interested, please contact
me (Taylor) at (248)
642-8419 or e-mail at tay-

DartonOgmai.cQfn
ROOMMATES:
My roommate and I are look
ing for 2 mare gin room
mates for the 2012-2013
school yearl We're m a 4
bedroom 2.5 bath end unit at
Campus view, and we*re
both going to be juniors this
year. We like to have a lot of
fun. but we know how to bal
ance our school work and
our free time. We lived In this
unit last year as wen, so It's
completely furnished already
with the exception of the
bedrooms. If you think you
might be interested, feel free
to email me at
stowrabeccaflgmaiLoomt
SUB-LEASER
Sub-leaser needed for cam
pus west. 9 month tease.
$394 a month email me at

sflcflrjftmall.gYfiu.Bdu

SuBlEaSERTwo guys looking for a roommale for downtown-teh
house
Can move in ASAP.
$326/month utBOes paid by
landlord
Quick walk to Pew Campus
Interested? Email:
sturgaoaftmall_gvsu.edu or
cal 616-337-1344
SuEMJEaSERS
Looking for two
female sub-teasers at Mead
ows Crossing for this school
year Please cal
(248)836-7108 or email me at
greu ertu for
more information
Thanks- Ashley
SuBlEaSERJ am no longer going to
grand vafley so my room Is
open for next school yearl I
am vary close to the com
mons and bus stop and I
have three very cod room
mates There is a bathroom
in the room and the room Is
fufly furnished. If you decide
to sublease my room I WILL
Buy you a Parking pass
FOR 48 WEST FOR THE
YEAR]!
Emafl
sundberoftmall.gvsu.edu If
nterestBd:)
SuBlEaSER
Looking for subteeser at
Meadows Crossing for
20l2/20l3 school year. Can
move in between Jdy 27th
and earty Octoberl
Emaa
nurnarskiPmaH avsu edu

!?:

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classifieds @ lanthorn.com

SUBLEASER
I’m looking for a i
for my apartment at Copper
Beech in Allendale. Private
bedroom A bom. 12 month
lease starting 7/6/2012.
$436 per month plus utWbes.
Please contact Abbe
566-506-6614
SuBlEaSERTwo guys looking for a roommale for downtown-l&h
house..
Can move In ASAP.
$62fi/month utotles paid Dy
landlord
Quick walk to Pew Campus.
Interested? EmaM:
cftegaortHmall.gvsu.fldu or
can 616-337-1344
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Services
Brian’s Books is open M-F afl
summer for your conven
ience. Buy or Rent for sum
mer courses. B8's is the only
book rental option at Grand
VaHeyl bhansbooks net
Need chiropractic care?
Brusveen Chiropractic is only
6 minutes GvSU In Allendale
GV STUDENT SPElCALI
Free first exam, with ID.
Call today to set 141 an
appointment 616-777-0309

July 16
Welcome
Back Guide
Aug 20!

Wanted
SPANftH TUTOR WANTED:
Spanish-major seeking
someone to practice speak
ing with, preferably a native
speaker or someone who Is
vary fluent. $8.00 hr, 4X a
week.
Please contact Crtesy

Haritlioni

at fWficftmaa.flYfiu.flflu-

Puzzle Solutions
icno

IlA gdnwiet

Try Squares *>v

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.

10

28

24
2012 King Features Synd., Inc.
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WORDS
I E W B

E O L H E B X u R O L

Y C V S Q N K R H E B Y C O W

T R 1 O L J G A E B Y W O L U
R P N P K

FI

I T G D B Z V L X

V S Q O S L L S A A M K E A

I

G E C A Y L A L L O Y W R H u
S C 1 G R E L L A Y R R A C 0
P N L J

H G U A L F F E L T c

A Y X V O R U E M I
Q P N O E O M K J

T L L A s
I H C F

S E

E C D B Z Y X V U T R tD P Q P
find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directionsforward, backward, up. down and diagonally.
All-Star
All-time
Allegro
Allergic

All good
Allied
Allow
Alloy

#

@ 2012 King Features Synd , Inc

Mall
Pitfall
Small

Allspice
Allure
Carryall
Catchall
AH rights reserved
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King Crossword

Linda Thistle
ACROSS
1 Times in
history
5 Mob boss
9 Bruce
Wayne’s
inspiration
12 Run (into)
11
12
13 Shake
speare’s
river
14 Whopper
13
15 Hit laterally
17 Greek
mountain
18 Conked out
19 De Milleof
FOLLOW US
dance
LANTHORN.COM
21 Mislays
http://www.lanthorn.com
24 Age (Sp.)
a
25 Parisian
pals
26 Thick syrup
30 Angry
FACEBOOK
31 100%
32 Call - day
https://www.facebook.com/GVLanthorn
33 Building and
its grounds
35 June 6,1944
36 Hog call
TWITTER
37 Rinds
http://twitter.com/#!/gvlanthorn 38 Garbage
transport
40 Notion
42 Antiquated
43 Deflect
YOUTUBE
48 Pirouette
pivot
http://www.youtube.com/user/gvsulanthorn
49 Store
transaction
50 Half a sextet
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1
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3

4

5

6

8

9
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18
22

11

28

29

46

47

17

16

15

10

14

,3

12

21

7

23

20

24
1 26

25
30

■ 3,

33

34

27
32

■ 35

36
_
38

■ 40

39

44

42
49

48
51

41
45

1 50

ll

9 Surprise
unpleasantly
10 Staffer
11 Earl Grey’s
family?
16 Affront (SI.)
20 Petrol
DOWN
21 Genie’s
1 Recede
2 Play with
home
22 Sharif or
robots
Epps
3 Latin 101
23 Fries, often
word
4 Popular card 24 Right angles
26 Cologne
game
ingredient
5 Beer order
6 Enthusiastic 27 Bullring
cheer
7 Pea holder
28 And others
8 Vitamin
(Abbr.)
ration

51 That woman
52 Retired
(Abbr.)
53 Milliner’s
mannequin

© 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

53

29 “Simon
31 Adroit
maneuvering
34 Soviet
fighter plane
35 Lack
37 Favorite
38 This and that
39 Lotion
additive
40 Not working
41 Antelope’s
playmate
44
the
Walrus”
45 Exist
46 US spy org.
47 Decked, for
short
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BODIES
- in MOTION

Courtesy / Henry Duttman

A beautiful friendship: Practice is underway for Bodies in Motion, a part of the 2012 London Cultural Olympics and GV's partnership with Kingston University.

GV partnership with Kingston stays in motion for 2012 London Cultural Olympics
to spearhead the event.
‘“Bodies in Motion’ is
certainly an important col
n honor of the 25-year laboration with educational
partnership
between benefits for every one of
Grand Valley State Uni the GVSU and Kingston
versity and London’s Kings students and faculty who
ton University, GVSU mu are engaged in it,” Duitman
sic and dance students will said.“More
importantly,
be part of the largest cultur it may also be a ground
al celebration in the history breaking use of web-based
of the modem Olympic and technology for developing
Paralympic Movements - and producing one live ar
the 2012 London Cultural tistic event simultaneously
Olympics.
in three places on two con
The brainchild of Kings tinents. I am proud to be
ton University’s Collegiate part of this new type of col
Music head, David Obson laborative artistic and tech
said the Cultural Olympics nological research.”
aim to celebrate the upcom
The partnership between
ing 2012 London Olympics the
universities, he said,
through dance, music, the have just begun to thrive
ater, film and digital inno within the last two years
vation.
and out of all of GVSU’s
Henry Duitman, assis partnerships, the one with
tant professor in the music Kingston University has
department and director of had the most exchange.
orchestra at GVSU, said
Rebecca Hambleton, di
though both universities rector of study abroad and
have individual strengths international partnerships
to bring to the table, Kings at the Padnos International
ton’s technology is what he Center, said Kingston is by
described as “outstanding,” far the most popular ex
allowing for the university change partner at GVSU
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL LAKERLIFE EDITOR

I

for student, faculty and
staff exchanges.
“GVSU developed the
partnership back in 1987,”
Hambleton said. “Since
1987, numerous exciting
and meaningful opportuni
ties have been organized
between our institutions.
There have been hundreds
of participants over the
past 25 years on student
exchanges,
faculty-led
programs, summer school
programs, art exchanges,
faculty/staff collaborations,
and more.”
The GVSU Symphony
Orchestra, directed by Duit
man, and members of the
Grand Valley Dance En
semble, directed by Shawn
T. Bible, are joining Kings
ton University to present
“Bodies in Motion” on the
Allendale Campus.
Among other GVSU per
formers are student danc
ers Judi Jaekel and Jessica
Loosenort. The dancers
costumes contain Wii con
trollers to allow their move
ments to trigger speciic
pre-recorded music events,

which allow them to per
form simultaneously with
ensembles from Kingston
University and the Amster
dam Conservatory.
Performances will take
place in the dance studio
of GVSU’s Performing
Arts Center on the Allen
dale Campus on July 9 at
2:30 p.m., July 10 at 1:30
p.m. and July 12 at 1:00
p.m. “Bodies in Motion”
is a transcontinental per
formance, so performances
will take also place in Am
sterdam at the same time.
During the July 12 per
formance, the Grand Valley
Symphony Orchestra will
perform in Allendale as
dancers from the other two
universities respond to the
music.
Duitman also said that
the universities are ex
ploring a possible trip for
GVSU students to visit
Kingston University in the
near future - but those plans
are still in motion.
In order to allow viewing
around the world, “Bodies
in Motion” will be captured

"...it may also be a ground-break
ing use of web-based technology
for developing and producing one
live artistic event simultaneously
in three places on two continents.
I am proud to be a part of this
new type of collaborative artistic
and technological research. ”
Henry Duitman
Assistant Professor
for live web casts, viewable
each day at http://research.
kingston.ac.uk/bodiesinmotion.
“GV’s exchange pro
grams offer unique opportu
nities to learn about another
cultures, learn from faculty
who might have a different
perspective on a particular
academic area, and con
tinue making progress to
wards your GVSU degree,”
Hambleton said. “One of

the major contributors of
success with the Kings
ton University partnership
are the incredible collegial
connections that have been
made across our campuses.
[Also,] both universities are
actively engaged in sending
and receiving students, fac
ulty and staff. The Kings
ton students and colleagues
who visit each year offer so
much to our community.”

arts @ lanthorn .com

http://m.facebook.com/campusviewgvsu
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